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ABSTRACT: Nitrogen-enriched polytriazine (NPT), a carbon
nitride-based material, has received much attention for CO2 storage
applications. However, to enhance the CO2 uptake capacity more
efficiently, it is necessary to understand the interaction mechanism
between CO2 molecules and NPT through appropriate modifica-
tion of the structures. Here, we introduce a method to enhance the
CO2 adsorption capacity of NPT by incorporating metal atoms
such as Sn, Co, and Ni into the polytriazine network. DFT
calculations were used to investigate the CO2 adsorption
mechanism of the polytriazine frameworks by tracking the
interactions between CO2 and the various interaction sites of
NPT. By optimizing the geometry of the pure and metal-containing
NPT frameworks, we calculated the binding energy of metal atoms in the NPT framework, the adsorption energy of CO2 molecules,
and the charge transfer between CO2 molecules and the corresponding adsorption systems. In this work, we demonstrate that the
CO2 adsorption capacity of NPT can be greatly enhanced by doping transition-metal atoms into the cavities of NPT.

■ INTRODUCTION
CO2 emissions from human activities have become a significant
contributor to global warming and its associated consequences,
including climate change, rising sea levels, and acid rain.1 To
address this crisis, the development of cost-effective materials
that can efficiently capture CO2 is crucial.2,3 Solid-state
materials, such as zeolites,4 metal−organic frameworks,5

mesoporous silica,6 and carbon-based adsorbents7 have been
studied for their potential to capture CO2 due to their high
adsorption capacity, stable structure, high porosity, large total
pore volume, and high specific surface area. Recently,
researchers have been turning their attention to two-dimen-
sional (2D) materials such as molybdenum disulfides,8 graph-
ynes,9 covalent organic frameworks,10 borophenes,11 and carbon
nitrides.12 These materials have attracted attention due to their
exceptional mechanical and thermal properties, tunable band
structures, and ultrahigh specific surface areas,13 which make
them potential CO2 capture candidates. In fact, recent studies
reveal that graphenes14 and carbon nitrides15 have remarkable
CO2 capture capacities. To further understand the mechanisms
involved, researchers have used density functional theory (DFT)
calculations and predicted the adsorption of CO2 on various 2D
materials such as BC3 nanosheets,16 graphynes,17 and
graphenes.18 In this manuscript, we present a DFT study of
CO2 adsorption on polytriazine structures, adding to a growing
body of research on the use of 2D materials for CO2 capture.

Within the carbon nitride family, polytriazine networks have
been identified as having high surface area, high nitrogen
content, and active sites that make them promising candidates

for next-generation CO2 capture.12,19,20 The presence of amine
functional groups, which can weakly adsorb CO2 through acid−
base interactions,21 in combination with the high specific surface
area of these materials, further enhance their potential.15,22 The
introduction of point defects and metal doping can also create
more exposed active sites and improve the performance of these
materials.19,23−27

Despite the potential of carbon nitride-based materials for
CO2 capture, the mechanisms behind CO2 adsorption in metal-
and nitrogen-doped porous carbonaceous structures, partic-
ularly in polytriazine networks, are not yet fully understood. In
this study, we address this gap in knowledge by using density
functional theory calculations to investigate the effect of single
metal atoms such as Sn, Co, and Ni on the CO2 capture capacity
of polytriazine networks. These metals are selected because of
their high reactivity, stability, and affinity for CO2, which play an
important role in improving the CO2 adsorption capacity and
overall efficiency and improving the gas adsorption properties of
carbonaceous materials.25,28−34
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■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The projector augmented wave35 approach was used to carry out
all of the periodic DFT calculations36,37 using the Vienna ab
initio simulation package (VASP).38,39 The generalized gradient
approximation (GGA), applying Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof as
correlational functional,40 was used as the exchange−correlation
potential. We used the DFT-D3 dispersion correction method41

to represent the van der Waals interactions for molecular
adsorption on the surface to improve the accuracy of CO2
adsorption energy calculations. The results were further
processed using the VASPKIT42 and VESTA43 programs. The
structures were fully relaxed until the magnitude of the
Hellmann−Feynman force was less than 0.01 eV·Å−1, and the
convergence threshold for self-consistent field calculations was
set to 10−5 eV per cell.

The pristine NPT and metal-doped NPT structures were
considered, in which we treated the metal atoms as interstitial
defects of the NPT system. The CO2−NPT system was
simulated using the slab method, by adding a vacuum region
in the direction perpendicular to the NPT sheet of at least 15 Å,
to eliminate interactions between the periodic images. The
Kohn−Sham orbitals were expanded in a plane wave basis set
with an energy cutoff of 520 eV. For optimizing the geometrical
structure of the conventional NPT unit cell, a Γ-centered 4 × 4 ×
4 k-point mesh of the first Brillouin zone was used. For the single
layers and the adsorption systems, a (2 × 2) supercell and a Γ-
centered 2 × 2 × 1 k-point mesh were utilized. For the systems
containing transition-metal atoms such as Ni and Co, the spin
polarization was appropriately included. The spin polarization
was not included in the system with only Sn and other elements
(C, N, O, and H) because there are no unpaired electrons in
these atoms or molecules.44

An isolated CO2 molecule was modeled as a single molecule at
the center of a vacuum box with the size of 30 Å using the Γ k-
point. The other settings were made as described above. By
carefully moving up the accuracy ladder, a structural
optimization was carried out to find the most stable geometries
for the adsorption system, CO2−NPT. The adsorption energy,
charge transfer quantity, and change in work function for the
most energetically stable configurations were then calculated.
After considering pristine and metal atom-doped NPT
structures, the binding energy of the metal atom was calculated
by using the following equation45−48

=E E E Eb M/NPT NPT M (1)

where Eb, EM/NPT, ENPT, and EM are the binding energy, the total
energy of the doped system, the total energy of the NPT, and the
chemical potential of metal atoms, respectively. We considered
the total energies of isolated Ni, Co, and Sn atoms as
corresponding EM (M = Ni, Co, or Sn).

The CO2 adsorption energy (Eads) on the NPT surface is
defined by11,49

= +E E E E( )ads tot CO NPT2 (2)

where Etot is the total energy of the final system (CO2−NPT),
ECOd2

is the total energy of an isolated CO2 molecule in the gas
phase, and ENPT is the total energy of the isolated NPT system.
We used the Bader charge analysis code created by the
Henkelman group50 to determine the amount of charge transfer
from NPT to CO2. The work function was defined as ϕ = Evac −
EF, where Evac and EF are the vacuum level and the Fermi energy,
respectively.

Molecular orbital projected density of states (MOPDOS) of
CO2 adsorbed on the substrate was performed using the
MOPDOS from the VASP package.51 To understand the
interaction between the CO2 and NPT substrates better, we
conducted crystal orbital Hamilton population (COHP)
analysis using the Local-Orbital Basis Suite Towards Elec-
tronic-Structure Reconstruction (LOBSTER)52,53 and Lobster-
Py packages,54 installed with the Python Materials Genomics
(Pymatgen, an open-source Python library)55 and ChemEnv.56

The basis set pbeVASPfit 2015 in LOBSTER was used.57,58 The
COHP was analyzed by using the wxDragon visualization
program.59 The vibrational frequencies of CO2 molecules were
calculated using harmonic approximation and finite difference
approximation by diagonalizing the mass-weighted Hessian
matrix.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optimized Structure of Pristine Monolayer NPT. We

applied periodic boundary conditions60 to represent the single-
layer NPT polymer structure precisely. The NPT structure was
modified from the known structure of intercalated polytria-
zine,61 by removing intercalated Li and Cl ions and adding H
into the N bridging. After that, the bulk crystal structure of
pristine NPT was optimized as described in the Computational
Details section. The calculated unit cell parameters were
optimized to be ca. a = 8.60 Å, b = 8.60 Å, c = 7.00 Å, α =
90.0°, β = 90.0°, and γ = 120.0°. The results are in good
agreement with the previous calculations and experiments.61−66

The monolayer NPT was created by slicing the bulk crystal
structure of NPT along the (001) plane. A 2 × 2 × 1 NPT
supercell consisting of 36 N atoms, 24 C atoms, and 12 H atoms
was used in this study. To prevent recurrent interactions with
nearby slabs, the interlayer distance was adjusted to 15 Å along
the z-direction. The slab model of the monolayer NPT was
optimized using the Computational Details provided in Section
2. As can be seen in Figure 1, the 2 × 2 × 1 NPT single-layer

supercell is a hexagonal structure with six triazine rings (C3N3)
that are connected by NH bridging groups, in which the
optimized lattice constant is ca. 8.60 Å. The calculated bond
lengths of C1−N1, C1−N2, C1−N3, and N1−H1 are 1.37,
1.33, 1.35, and 1.01 Å, respectively. The optimized structure of
monolayer pristine NPT revealed a stable planar configuration,
as shown in Figure 1.
Geometric Structures of a Single Metal Atom

Confined in the NPT Monolayer. Because of the hollow
hexagonal structure, the NPT has a variety of high-symmetry

Figure 1. (a) Top view and (b) side view of the optimized structure for
2 × 2 × 1 NPT single-layer supercell (dark gray, C; blue, N; white, H).
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adsorption sites, resulting in the site discrimination in the
electronic state (Figures 1 and S1). Seven possible adsorption
sites around the sixfold cavity of the 2 × 2 × 1 NPT supercell
were considered in order to determine the most advantageous
adsorption configuration for a single metal atom containing a
pure NPT structure (Figure S1). While site 1 is at the center of
the hollow space or cage of the NPT network, site 2 is at the
hollow space near the two closely located nitrogen atoms of the
triazine rings. Site 3 is close to the NH group, whereas site 4 is on
the NH group. Sites 5, 6, and 7 are on the N atom, C atom, and at
the center of the triazine ring, respectively. The detailed site
positions for single metal atom species are presented in Figure
S1. Once the structure was optimized, site 2 was found to be the
most favorable adsorption position for all three metal atoms (Sn,
Co, and Ni) because the system revealed the lowest energy.
Therefore, we selected the site 2 for investigating doping effects
further. The doped metal atoms were then treated as interstitial
defects in the system. The fully relaxed, optimized structures of
the metal-doped NPT systems are shown in Figure 2. Among the

three metal atoms, transition metals, Ni and Co are seen to be
more favorably doped and form planar features with NPT,
whereas the post-transition metal, Sn atom is less likely to be
incorporated into the NPT structure and stay above the planar
geometry (Figure 2). The binding energies of single Sn, Co, and
Ni atoms were estimated to be about −1.48, −1.95, and −2.20
eV, respectively (Table 1). More negative value of binding

energy indicates a more energetically favorable interaction
between the metal atoms and the NPT network. These results
show that positions at the hollow sites of the sixfold cavity, near
N atoms of triazine rings, are energetically favorable for Co, Ni,
and Sn single atoms to be doped into the NPT structure. Similar
results were also observed for other metal atoms in the
polytriazine system67 and carbon nitride-based systems.68−70

Note that the binding energy of Sn is the least negative among
the three metals. In addition, the out-of-plane position of Sn
suggests that the Sn atom is weakly bound to the NPT system in
comparison to the in-plane positions of Co and Ni. The results
are consistent with the average bond lengths between the doped
metal atoms and the two nearest N atoms. As can be seen in
Table S1, while the bond lengths of Ni−N (1.79 Å) and Co−N
(1.82 Å) are quite similar, that of Sn−N (2.28 Å) is the longest
among the three metals. The bonding nature of metal atoms
with their two adjacent atoms is presented by the ICOBI values
and the Loewdin charges (Tables S1 and S3).71 The ICOBI
values of Sn−N (0.57), Co−N (0.48), and Ni−N (0.42), along
with the Loewdin charge, indicate that the bonds between metal
atoms and an adjacent nitrogen atom are coordination bonds,
that is, a mixture of ionic and covalent bonds. The Sn−N bond
reveals the highest covalent character among the three reported
metal-doped NPT systems.

By analyzing the binding energy (Eb) and the cohesive energy
(Ec) of individual atoms, we can gain a deeper understanding of
the fundamental interactions and mechanisms involved in the
growth process, as well as the specific properties and behaviors
of individual metal atoms when interacting with the NPT
network. This understanding is also useful in identifying
potential issues and challenges that may arise during the growth
process of metal atoms, such as the formation of impurities or
defects. The experimental cohesive energy per atom for bulk Sn,
Co, and Ni is −3.14, −4.39, and −4.44 eV/atom, respectively,
which is significantly higher than the binding energies of these
metals toward the NPT system (Table 1).72 This implies that
there is a possibility of metal clustering rather than
implementing metal atom decoration.73 However, a larger
value of |Ec − Eb| indicates that high thermal energy is required
to make cluster aggregation, while a smaller value of |Ec − Eb|
indicates that the impurity island agglomeration is easier.74 Of
the three reported metals, Sn, with the smallest value of |Ec − Eb|,
is most likely to agglomerate into clusters. However, since the
current study only considers the case of single-atom doping in
NPT, the possibility of metal cluster formation or 3D growth is
not further discussed.
Electronic Structures of Single Metal Atom (Ni, Co, or

Sn)-Doped NPT Monolayer. The densities of states for
pristine NPT and metal-doped NPT (NPT-Sn, NPT-Co, and
NPT-Ni) are presented in Figure 3. The calculated gaps between
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the pristine NPT,
NPT-Co, NPT-Ni, and NPT-Sn are 3.20, 0.65, 0.65, and 0.36
eV, respectively. As can be noticed, once the metal atoms are
incorporated into the NPT framework, the HOMO−LUMO
gap decreases significantly. In addition, the work functions of the
pristine NPT, NPT-Co, NPT-Ni, and NPT-Sn are calculated to
be of 5.51, 3.21, 3.21, and 3.36 eV, respectively (Table 2). Both
the VB and CB of pristine NPT predominantly consist of N and
C atom orbitals (Figure 3a). Upon introducing the single metal
atom into the NPT monolayer, the DOSs of metal-doped NPTs
change significantly (Figures 3 and S2). Incorporation of metal
atoms into the NPT framework shifts the valence band to higher

Figure 2. Structures of optimized 2 × 2 × 1 single layer supercells in the
ab-(top view) and ac-planes (side view) for (a) pristine NPT, (b) NPT-
Sn, (c) NPT-Co, and (d) NPT-Ni (dark gray, C; blue, N; white, H;
orange, Sn; magenta, Co; and green, Ni).

Table 1. Binding Energy (Eb, eV) and the Difference between
Binding Energy and Cohesive Energy (|Ec − Eb|, eV) for
Three Metal Atoms at the Hollow Site of NPT Structurea

doped metal Sn Co Ni

Eb −1.48 −1.95 −2.20
|Ec−Eb| 1.66 2.44 2.24

aThe cohesive values were taken from ref 72.
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energies and creates new dopant states between −2 and 2 eV. It
should be noted that these new dopant states form both above
and below the Fermi level, which results in a reduction of the
band gap. Therefore, the HOMO−LUMO gaps of the metal-
doped NPTs decrease significantly, effectively enhancing the
photoresponse of the organic frameworks toward visible light.
Figures 3 and S2 reveal that the new defect states formed due to
metal atom incorporation readily donate electrons to states just
below the Fermi level and readily accept electrons from states
above the Fermi level. Therefore, the metal doping sites can play
important roles in the electron transfer from the adsorbate to the
substrate and vice versa. The corresponding HOMO and
LUMO of NPT systems are presented in Figure 4. As illustrated
in Figure 4a, while the orbital lobes for the HOMO are formed
on all the atoms across the layers, those for the LUMO are only
localized on the triazine ring, in which the NH groups act as
charge-transporting bridges. The HOMOs for the metal-doped
NPT systems are formed in the regions around the metals,
whereas the LUMOs are delocalized in all of the atoms except
for the NH bridging groups. Thus, metal atoms may exhibit
oxidation activities in photocatalytic reactions.69,75

Interaction of CO2 with Pristine NPT andMetal-Doped
NPT Structure. We investigated the adsorption of CO2
molecules on pristine and metal-doped NPT structures,
considering seven possible CO2 adsorption sites (Figure S1).
The center of the hollow site (site 1) was found to be the most
energetically favorable for CO2 adsorption. Further analysis was
conducted on this site, and the optimized structures for

adsorbed CO2 on each system are shown in Figure 5. The
adsorption energies of CO2 on NPT-0, NPT-Sn, NPT-Ni, and
NPT-Co systems were estimated to be −0.26, −0.69, −1.90, and

Figure 3. Density of states for (a) pristine NPT, (b) NPT-Sn, (c) NPT-Co, and (d) NPT-Ni. Fermi energy is set to 0.

Table 2. Work Function of Pristine and Metal Atom-Doped
NPT Systems

NPT-0 NPT-Co NPT-Ni NPT-Sn

Φ (eV) 5.51 3.21 3.21 3.36

Figure 4. HOMO (left) and LUMO (right) of (a) pristine NPT, (b)
NPT-Sn, (c) NPT-Co, and (d) NPT-Ni (dark gray, C; blue, N; white,
H; orange, Sn; magenta, Co; and green, Ni).
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−1.76 eV, respectively. The negative sign in the energy values
indicates an exothermic interaction between the CO2 molecule
and the NPT structure. The interaction between the adsorbate
and the adsorbent is minimum in the case of physisorption.
However, in the case of chemisorption, there is a strong
interaction that can result in a deformation of the adsorbate’s
geometry, which can greatly perturb the electronic structure of
the NPT systems. The bending geometry of CO2 molecules in
the NPT-Co, NPT-Ni, and NPT-Sn systems clearly shows
chemisorption, despite the weaker binding energy of CO2 to the
NPT-Sn system (−0.69 eV).

The Bader charge analysis (Table 2) showed that CO2 is an
electron donor for NPT-0, but the presence of metal atoms can
change the electronic properties of CO2 and its role from
electron donor to electron acceptor. This change is reflected in
the optimized structure of NPT-0, where the adsorbed CO2 has
a linear geometry (Figure 5), and in the metal-doped systems,
where CO2 becomes more anionic, adheres to the substrate in a
nonlinear manner. The work function of NPT-0 remains
unchanged by CO2 adsorption. However, the work functions
of NPT-Sn, NPT-Ni, and NPT-Co increase by +1.27, +0.69, and
+0.64 eV, respectively, due to the donation of charge by metal
atoms to CO2 molecules, increasing the overall potential barrier.
The charge density differences of CO2 on different substrates are
shown in Figure 6, with red indicating an electron-deficient state
and blue indicating electron accumulation. The results are
consistent with the Bader charge analysis, which predicts that the
metal atoms donate electrons to CO2, making it anionic and
causing a bending of the O�C�O bond.76 The calculated
vibrational frequencies of CO2 are presented in Table S5 and
Figure S6. As can be seen in Table S5, all the molecular
vibrations of CO2 are affected by its adsorption on the NPT
network. While the frequency of in-plane bending increases
upon adsorption, the frequency of all other vibrations reduced
after adsorption on NPT network; significantly on NPT doped
metal systems.

A comparison of the DOS of free CO2 and CO2 molecules
adsorbed on NPT systems is presented in Figure 7. The COHP

analysis in Figure 8 reveals the interactions between the carbon
and oxygen atoms in a free CO2 molecule and CO2 molecules
adsorbed on NPT-0, NPT-Sn, NPT-Co, and NPT-Ni. By
comparing the energies and bandwidths of the same molecular
orbitals (MOs) in an isolated CO2 molecule (left), one can trace
the interactions of the CO2−NPT system.77 The total DOS of
CO2 has eight peaks, each corresponding to one of the eight MO
energy levels. The three MOs appearing in 7−10 eV are
antibonding states, corresponding to σu*, πu*, and (σu* σg*),
respectively. The MOs near 0 and −5 eV are nonbonding states,
corresponding to (πg πu) and σg, respectively, whereas those at
−4 eV correspond to σg σu πu. Two peaks near −20 and −22 eV
are bonding states, corresponding to πu and πg MO energy levels,
respectively (Figure S3).78 Once the CO2 is adsorbed on NPT-
0, the energy of all MOs energy states reduces, indicating an
enhancement of C−O bonding energy. However, after
adsorption of CO2 on the metal-doped NPT substrates, the
HOMO−LUMO gap of CO2 reduces significantly.

The interaction between the metal atoms and CO2 molecule
was studied by comparing the orbital contributions of metal
atoms in NPT-doped systems and the molecular orbitals (MOs)
of isolated CO2 (Figure S5). The density of states (DOS) and
crystal orbital Hamilton populations (COHP) analysis reveal
strong interactions between metal atoms and CO2 (Figures 7, 8,
S2, S3, and S5). Despite the change in energy, the two MOs of
CO2 (πu, πg) near −20 eV remained localized after adsorption.
The other MOs of CO2 became delocalized. In the case of NPT-
Ni, NPT-Co, and NPT-Sn, the three antibonding MOs of CO2
mixed with Ni 4s, Co 4s, and Sn 5p orbitals and became spread
out toward lower energies. The nonbonding MOs (πg πu) of
CO2 hybridize with Ni d, Co d, and Sn 5p orbitals. The two
bonding MOs (σg σu πu and σg) of CO2 interact with Ni dπ (xy,
yz), Co dπ (xy, yz), and Sn 5s orbitals and become delocalized.

Table S4 provides additional information about the
interaction of the CO2 molecule with metal atoms, including
the bond distances, ionic crystal orbital Hamilton populations
(ICOHP), and ionic crystal orbital bond index (ICOBI). The
ICOHP values indicate bond strength,79 while the ICOBI values
indicate chemical bond order based on covalency.53 The low
ICOBI values and Loewdin charges from interactions between
metal atoms and O of CO2 suggest that the interactions tend to
have an ionic character. The larger ICOBI values from
interactions between metal atoms and C indicate a more
covalent character. The highest ICOBI value of 0.80 from the
interaction between Sn and C represents a strong covalent bond.
Upon adsorption of CO2, the ICOHP values for bonding

Figure 5. Top and side views of the optimized structures for CO2
molecules adsorbed on the 2 × 2 × 1 single layer supercells of (a)
pristine NPT, (b) NPT-Sn, (c) NPT-Co, and (d) NPT-Ni (dark gray,
C; blue, N; red, O; white, H; orange, Sn; magenta, Co; and green, Ni).

Figure 6. Charge density difference of CO2 adsorbed on (a) NPT-0,
(b) NPT-Sn, (c) NPT-Co, and (d) NPT-Ni.
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between metal atoms and nitrogen atoms increased and the
corresponding ICOBI values decreased, suggesting a weaker
covalent interaction between nitrogen atoms and metal atoms.

The C−O bonding strengths of CO2 before and after
adsorption are evaluated through ICOHP, ICOBI, and bond
distances.11,77,80−84 The ICOHP, ICOBI, and C−O distances in
CO2 were almost unchanged upon adsorption on NPT-0,
indicating similar C−O bond strengths to free CO2. Upon
adsorption on metal-doped NPT, the C−O distances increased
from 1.18 Å to around 1.2−1.3 Å and the ICOHP values
increased, suggesting a weaker bond strength in adsorbed CO2.

Charge density difference and Bader charge transfer analysis
reveal that the Sn atom donates more electrons to the CO2
molecule compared to Co and Ni atoms. However, the
adsorption energy of CO2 on NPT-Sn is weaker than that on
NPT-Ni and NPT-Co. The significant charge transfer from Sn
to CO2 (Δq = 0.85 e) indicates a strong binding between CO2
and Sn atoms, but the weaker binding of Sn to the NPT network
(Table 1) resulted in a weaker overall CO2 adsorption on NPT-
Sn than in NPT-Co and NPT-Ni (Table 3).

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, our research found that adding small amounts of
Co, Ni, or Sn to a polytriazine network improves its ability to
adsorb CO2. The presence of these metal atoms also significantly
affects the electronic structure and HOMO−LUMO gap of the
NPT structure. CO2 is primarily chemisorbed on the metal-

doped NPT structures, whereas it is mainly physisorbed on the
pristine NPT. Among the three doped metal systems studied,
the CO2 adsorption capacity is the highest for NPT-Ni and
NPT-Co and the lowest for NPT-Sn. These results suggest that
metal-doped NPT has the potential to be an effective CO2

capture material and that the incorporation of these metal atoms
could enhance the performance of other organic frameworks as
well. Overall, this study provides valuable insights into the use of
metal-doped NPT for CO2 capture and provides promising
directions for future research in this field.

Figure 7. (a) Total DOS of free CO2 molecule and MOPDOS of CO2 adsorbed on (b) NPT-0, (c) NPT-Sn, (d) NPT-Co, and (e) NPT-Ni. Fermi
energy level was set to 0 eV.

Figure 8. Crystal orbital Hamilton population (COHP) of (a) free CO2 molecule, CO2 adsorbed on (b) NPT-0, (c) NPT-Sn, (d) NPT-Co, and (e)
NPT-Ni. Fermi energy level was set to 0 eV. Negative value represents antibonding states, and a positive value represents bonding states.

Table 3. CO2 Adsorption Energies (Eads), Charge Transfers
(Δq) Based on the Bader Charge Analysis, and Work
Function Changes (Δϕ) of the Systems

CO2
molecule in
the system CO2-NPT-0 CO2-NPT-Sn CO2-NPT-Ni CO2-NPT-Co

Ead (eV) −0.26 −0.69 −1.90 −1.76
Δq (e)a −0.05 +0.85 +0.33 +0.45
Δϕ (eV)b +0.00 +1.27 +0.69 +0.64

aThe positive (negative) sign of Δq indicates that the gas molecule
accepts (donates) electrons. bThe positive (negative) sign of Δϕ
indicates that the work function increases (decreases) upon CO2
adsorption.
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